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H. G. Wells called dusk “the great pause”, that moment when time seems to stop and
the possibilities of day melt into the stillness of the night. In many traditional
cultures, dusk is the time when beings from other realms steal forth – among them
ghosts, fairies, spirits and demons. In the chronology of human life, dusk is often
associated with death. But it can also be seen as a prelude to transformation and
rebirth.
Mette Tommerup’s Made by Dusk is an immersive installation that evokes the
multiple meanings of this magical time of day. The work’s presiding spirit is Freya,
the Nordic goddess of love, beauty, war, gold and magic who holds court in
Sessrúmnir, a great hall populated with the spirits of fallen soldiers. This bellicose
setting is here reworked to evoke a more feminine and womblike place of refuge
where visitors can avail themselves of the healing potential of the great pause.
Made by Dusk is the third and final work in a trilogy of installations in which
Tommerup explores art’s ability to provide experiences of reflection, connection
and restoration. In this quest, she returns continually to antecedents in the
historical avant garde. She gravitates toward movements and artists that share her
desire to replace ossified conventions of thought and perception with new modes of
consciousness. Tommerup’s Ocean Loop from 2018 drew on postwar movements
like Gutai, Arte Povera and Conceptual Art. Her 2019 installation Love, Ur resonated
with Happenings, Fluxus and other participatory experiments of the 1960s and 70s.
Made by Dusk, meanwhile, connects with modernism’s visionary side.
The installation opens in a gallery filled with flickering lights and shadows cast from
suspended wire sculptures. These evoke Freya’s teardrops and the powerful cats
who, myth relates, carry her chariot. This area is the antechamber to the Great Hall,
a room lined with tapestries. These provide the backdrop for a modernist version of
Freya’s throne, here transformed into an airy constructivist seating area. The
tapestries are composed of canvases to which pigment and gold leaf have been
applied in various ways. These provide continuity with the other installations in the
trilogy. In Ocean Loop individual canvases were scattered around the gallery walls to
create a mosaic of oceanic experiences. In Love, Ur, they were wrapped around
columns and draped across walls to encourage viewer interaction. Here canvases
take the form of glittering wall hangings in the antechamber and of a massive quilt
glowing with luminous shades of gray and gold in the open hall.
These tapestries are part of Tommerup’s efforts to rethink the nature of painting. In
all three installations she has explored various brushless methods of applying
pigment to canvas. These include literally drowning her paintings in the sea, burying
them in the earth, folding and crushing them to create serendipitous pigment
patterns and allowing them to be stained by the elements. Such processes transform
the canvases into records of larger external forces. Tommerup resists the idea that a

painting is an isolated discrete object. Instead, she envisions her canvases as
elements in a larger entity comprised, in the words of Italian critic Germano Celant,
of “a continuous surface existing in time ad infinitum.”
The central seating area that is framed by these canvases exists within an equally
complex web of references and associations. It is composed of wood and cables
strung together to create a floating kite-like structure. The form of the amphitheater
is based on the principle of tensegrity. As discovered by sculptor Kenneth Snelson
and adopted by futurist Buckminster Fuller, tensegrity produces structure through
dynamic equilibrium. Compression tubes connected by tension cables create
modular forms that hold their shape even in the absence of gravity. Snelson used to
remark that a tensegrity structure would hold its form in outer space.
Snelson used tensegrity to create sculptures that suggested towers, cantilevers,
arches and other less referential forms that seem to defy the laws of gravity. His
steel tubes appear suspended like a cluster of pick-up sticks cast into the air and
frozen in place by the thin cables. Tommerup uses the principle of tensegrity to give
her throne room a sense of infinity. The modular forms feel like they could be
extended in all directions. They rise above the ground in apparent defiance of
gravity, an apt metaphor for the goddess Freya who presides over a world
suspended between earth and heaven.
Modernist art, especially in its minimalist and geometric aspects, was construed by
critics like Clement Greenberg as an expression of pure form stripped of all
narrative, mythological and metaphorical aspects. But in fact, no form is “pure” in
that sense. Artists and architects have always recognized that structure can be read
as metaphor. Snelson used tensegrity to suggest all kinds of playful organic and
architectural forms. Buckminster Fuller took the idea and applied it to practical
structures that expressed his vision of a future utopian society. Conceptual artist
Agnes Denes envisions modular pyramids as models for a society in which tiny
individuals together compose a collective whole. She has designed a series of
dynamic open fretted pyramids that could provide a future society with ecologically
self-sustained housing in outer space. Such ideas resonate with the work of artist
Will Insley who was Tommerup’s thesis advisor when she was a student at the
School of Visual Arts in New York CIty. Insley spent fifty years conceptualizing
labyrinthine structures for a visionary city, entitled, ONECITY that he described as a
mythological space existing in some undetermined time.
Like these artists, Tommerup marries myth and modernism in the belief that art can
help us reimagine possible futures. Made by Dusk appears on the 100th anniversary
of women’s right to vote. Transforming Freya’s hall of the dead into a space for
connection and contemplation, she honors a female sensibility that prizes
communion over division, reverence for nature over domination, empathy over
individualism and life over death. She cites another influence on her thinking, a
1977 work by Joseph Beuys titled Honey Pump that presented a physical
representation of what we now call the “hive mind.” In this work, two tons of liquid

honey were pumped by a motor through a series of tubes that connected all the
rooms of a museum. Another metaphor, Honey Pump celebrated the communal
social order of bees as an alternative to our atomized and disconnected reality.
Made by Dusk is also designed to breaking the barriers that separate human from
human, past from future and myth from science. With this work, Tommerup
encourages us to take advantage of our own current “great pause” to reconsider
meaning and purpose in this deeply unsettling time.

